
EXPERIENCE 
THE RX 450h  
SPECIAL EDITION

The only way to truly understand what makes Lexus cars so special is to 
drive one yourself. Please contact your nearest Lexus Authorised Retailer or 
national Lexus website to arrange a test drive of the RX 450h Special Edition. 

© 2011 Lexus Europe* reserves the right to alter any details of specifications and equipment without notice. 
Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local conditions and requirements. 
Please enquire at your local Lexus Authorised Retailer of any such changes that might be required for your area. 

Note: vehicles pictured and specifications detailed in this brochure may vary from models and equipment 
available in your area. Vehicle body colour might differ slightly from the printed photos in this brochure. 

For further information please visit our website: www.lexus.eu 

Taking care of the environment is a priority for Lexus. We take many measures to ensure that during the lifecycles 
of our vehicles - from design, production, distribution, sales and service to end-of-life - their environmental 
impact is minimised. Your retailer will be happy to provide more information on end-of-life vehicle requirements. 

* Lexus Europe is a division of Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA. 
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THE RX 450h  
SPECIAL EDITION 



DYNAMIC GRILLE, BLACK HEADLIGHT HOUSINGS, SMOKED 
19" ALLOYS 
The Special Edition has all the outstanding power, handling and crossover 
performance characteristics of the Full Hybrid RX 450h. Delivering the 
handling and comfort of a luxury sedan, but with the flexibility of a large 
crossover, the RX 450h Special Edition is very rewarding to drive. Accelerate 
hard and Lexus Hybrid Drive propels you smoothly from 0 – 100 km/h in just 
7.8 seconds. And, astonishingly for a vehicle of this power, CO2 emissions 
are just 145 g/km and particle emissions are zero. However, several design 
innovations have been implemented to amplify its sporting personality. These 
include a dynamic new dark grey radiator grille, black headlight housings 
and stunning 19" alloy wheels.

THE RX 450h 
SPECIAL EDITION



PANORAMIC ROOF, REMOTE TOUCH, SMOOTH LEATHER
For a superbly light and airy cabin, the RX 450h Special Edition is fitted as 
standard with a large panoramic roof. Inside you can relax in smooth leather 
seats and experience an array of leading-edge equipment. The perfect partner 
for business, sport or leisure, the ergonomic cockpit surrounds and supports 
you – enabling a really focussed drive. For seamless interaction, the vehicle’s 
Remote Touch revolutionises the way you control the RX 450h’s 12-speaker 
premium audio system, Electronic Climate Control and Full Map Navigation. 

EVERYTHING 
UNDER THE SUN



PANORAMIC ROOF
The large glass roof adds a feeling of freedom, spaciousness and light to the RX 450h Special 
Edition’s cabin. It is fitted with a 3-part electric sliding blind, to shade you should the sun become 
too intense. 

SMOKED 19" ALLOY WHEELS
With a smoked effect finish, these darkened alloy wheels 
complement the dark grey grille and headlight housings 
to further enhance the powerful design.

BLACK HEADLIGHTS SURROUND
Fitted in stylish black housings, High Intensity Discharge 
(HID) bi-xenon headlights give this crossover a uniquely 
sporty look. 

DYNAMIC GRILLE
Finished in an elegant dark grey, the Lexus signature grille 
enhances the car’s powerful L-finesse front design and 
emphasises the Special Edition’s dynamic appearance. 

SPECIAL 
EDITION 
FEATURES
Our new RX 450h Special Edition 
builds on the RX Executive grade, 
but with certain key design changes 
to enhance its sporting looks. These 
include:

RX 450h 
TECHNICAL DATA

* The fuel consumption and CO2 values are measured in a controlled environment, in accordance with the requirements of Directive 80/1268/EEC incl. its amendments, on a vehicle with European Standard equipment. 
For further information, or if you are interested in purchasing a vehicle with European Standard equipment, please contact your Lexus Authorised Importer. 

The fuel consumption and CO2 values of your vehicle may vary from those measured. Driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traffic, vehicle condition, tyre pressure, installed equipment, load, 
number of passengers, etc.) play a role in determining a car’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

Please note: the RX 450h Special Edition is specified with the same equipment as the RX 450h Executive grade, plus the design features illustrated on the page opposite. For the full equipment listing and more 
comprehensive technical data please see the main RX brochure.

ENGINE

Capacity (cm3) 3456
Cylinders/valves V6/24 
Valve mechanism VVT-i 
Fuel type Petrol, 95 octane or + 
Max. power (kW @ rpm) 183 @ 6000 
Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 317 @ 4800

TRANSMISSION

Driven wheels Part-time All-Wheel Drive (E-FOUR)
Transmission Electronic-Continuously Variable 

Transmission (E-CVT) with sequential shift 
mode

HYBRID DRIVE 

Maximum system output (kW) 220

PERFORMANCE

Max. speed (km/h) 200 
0-100 km/h (s) 7.8

FUEL CONSUMPTION*(l/100 km) 

Urban 6.5
Extra urban 6.0
Combined 6.3

CO2 EMISSIONS* (g/km)

Emissions level Euro V
Urban 147
Extra urban 145
Combined 145


